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Birds

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight: Birds account for the 
largest share of visits to nature 
websites by far.

Far from being after the exotic, 
there is a strong demand in the 
long tail for UK, Garden, British 

Although not featuring very 
prominently in the most popular 

searches, ‘eagle’, ‘hawk’, ‘owl’, 
‘woodpecker’ and ‘blackbird’ all 
feature heavily in the long tail, 
suggesting the searches for these 
birds have more nuance

‘pictures’ features prominently in 
the long tail, hinting at what people 
are after

Most popular 

Wildlife Photography
Loch Garten Osprey Webcam
Springwatch Webcams
Wildlife Photographer
British Moths Photos
Zoo Cams
Panda Cam

Wildlife Photography Competition
Wildlife Photography Exhibition
Bird Photography
Fish Photos
British Garden Birds Photos
Wildlife Photography Equipment
Bird Box Camera Reviews
Tiger Photos
Photos Of Lions

On camera

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight: The proportion of 
searches that contain ‘photo’, 

People are mainly after 
photography but there is also a 
large demand for video

‘cams’ are very popular individual 
searches

Competitions and exhibitions are 
both very popular searches

Most popular 
Uk Moths
Elephant Hawk Moth

Hummingbird Hawk Moth
Cinnabar Moth
Burnet Moth
Elephant Hawk Moth Caterpillar
Privet Hawk Moth
Hawk Moth
Poplar Hawk Moth
Large British Moths
Vapourer Moth

British Moths Photos
Puss Moth
Magpie Moth
Emperor Moth

Moths

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight:  Moths attract a large 
proportion of searches.  

Within these searches, ‘hawk’ 
seems to attract most attention

UK and British are both important 
keywords that people search for 
alongside moths

an important keyword

Most popular

How Do Bees Make Honey
What Do Tadpoles Eat
What Is A Fossil
How To Make A Bird Table
What Do Ladybirds Eat
How To Get Rid Of Wasp Nest
How To Make A Bird Feeder
Injured Bird What To Do
How Long Do Blackbirds Live
How To Build A Bird Table
How To Make Fat Balls For Birds
How Are Fossils Formed
What Do Polar Bears Eat
How To Make A Moth Trap
What Do Gorillas Eat
What To Feed Birds In Winter
What Do Magpies Eat

Questions

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight: The third largest 
chunk of searches in nature

People mainly eant to know ‘how’ 
follwed by ‘what’ then ‘where’ 
and ‘when’

‘How do bees make honey’ is 
the most popular question The 

popularity of questions doesn’t 

a topic i.e. bees aren’t popular 
overall but they have the most 
popular question

Most popular

African Animals
Lion
Giraffe
Leopard
Snow Leopard
Cheetah
Zebra
Hippo
Rhino
Snow Leopard Facts
Hippopotamus
Zebras
African Elephant
Amur Leopard
African Elephant Facts
Giant African Land Snails
Clouded Leopard

Out of Africa

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight: African wildlife is, 
after British wildlife the most 
searched for search term cluster 
geographically speaking

Bucking the trend for 

know ‘facts’ and ‘information’

Pictures is another strong keyword 
associated with this search cluster

The lion is the most popular 
individual search and also the 
most popular word in the long tail

Most popular 

Uk Fossils

British Insects 

Uk Safari

British Beetles

British Bugs
Hawk Moths Uk
Spider Bites Uk

Best of British

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight:  The second largest 
group of searches consist of those 
containing the words ‘British’ or 
‘UK’ showing it’s a very strong 
area of demand

People are mostly interested in 
our  birds in the long tail, followed 
by spiders 

People most want to be able to 
identify UK wildlife 

Moths are very popular both in 
the most popular list and in the 
long tail

Most popular

Whale Wars
Blue Whale
Killer Whale
Blue Whale Facts
Seals
Dugong
Humpback Whale
Moray Firth Dolphins
Sperm Whale
Dolphins
Swim With Dolphins Uk
Leopard Seal
Killer Whale Facts
Orca Whale
Donna Nook Seals
Dolphins In Scotland
Dolphin Facts

Sea mammals

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight:  A relatively small 
proportion of searches although 
we have just included sea 
mammals here and not other 

would have probably made a far 
more sizeable impact

Despite being just visitors to 

nature related sites and not news 
sites, the whale wars are still the 
most popular search term

‘facts’, ‘watching’ and ‘uk’ all 
feature heavily in the long tail

Most popular
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Walking With Dinosaurs
Tyrannosaurus Rex Facts
Diplodocus
Stegosaurus
Megatherium
Megalodon
Isle Of Wight Dinosaurs
Bellusaurus
Ankylosaurus
Apatosaurus
Brontosaurus
Giganotosaurus
Dinosaurs Pictures
What Did Dinosaurs Eat
Edmontosaurus
Albertosaurus

Dinosaurs

The long tail

Proportion of searches Insight:  The smallest of out 
segments but still large enough to 
make it into the top 8

‘Tyrannosaurus rex’ dominates 
botht the most popular search 
and long tail

People are mainly after ‘pictures’ 
and ‘facts’

Most popular 

Dinosaurs

Loch Garten Ospreys

Robin
Sparrowhawk
Tiger

British Snakes
Woodpecker

Grass Snake
Waxwing
Slow Worm
Osprey Blog
Elephant Hawk Moth

Overall

The long tail

Insight:  As the overall long tail shows, vistors to nature 
websites are more interested in those things closer to home 
than the exotic

Birds are a huge area of search demand and not catering 
for this market will mean far less market share than would 
otherwise be expected

People  are generally after facts, pictures and help with 

Although compared to other genres, there is a large demand 
for alternative media such as webcams and video

People like to ask questions about nature in their searches

Moths are very popular, other types of wildlife that just missed 
the cut were snakes, frogs and sharks

Most popular overall

Online audience demand:  Nature

Notes:  All data sourced from Hitwise Jan 2010 – Jan 2011 inclusive.   The data represents around 175,000 actual search 

terms entered into search engines by users within the UK at this time who then went on to visit a science related website.                                                                                           
Proportion of searches denotes the search volume  that a category has compared to the other categories so ‘space has the largest 

share of search volume (the greatest demand).  Most popular searches are the most frequently searched for words or phrases within 

that category in order for example ‘eclipse’ was the most frequently searched for term.  The long tail counts how many times a single 

word has appeared overall in a category.  This gives us underlying search demand and allows us to look underneath the ‘tip’ of just the 

most popular searches.  This visualisation was made by the user acquisition team using data from Hitwise and as such it should not be 

distributed outside of the BBC.


